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TOPOLOGIES ON SPACES OF

VECTOR-VALUED CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS1
BY

SURFIT SINGH KHURANA

Abstract. Topologies ß0, /?,, ß, ßx, ßxc are defined on Cb(X, E), the space

of all bounded, continuous functions from a completely regular Hausdorff

space X, into E, a normed space, and their duals are determined. Also many

properties of these topologies are proved.

0. Introduction. Let I be a completely regular Hausdorff space, E a

Hausdorff locally convex space, and Cb(X, E) all continuous, bounded

functions from X into E. Many authors have considered the so-called strict

topologies on Cb(X, E) and some subspaces of Cb(X, E) [4], [12], [13], [14],

[15], [23], [28]. In this paper we prove many properties of these and some

other topologies on Cb(X, E) and C(X, E), the space of all continuous

unvalued functions on X.

The paper is divided into 8 sections. §1 is concerned with notation and

definitions, and in §2 we prove some results to be used throughout the paper.

In §§3 and 4 we define topologies ßM, ßxc and generalize many results of

[18], [24], [28]; in particular, we prove that (Cb(X, E), ßM) and (C(X, E),

ßxc) are Mackey. Denseness of Cb(X) ® E in (Cb(X, E), ßj is proved,

under fairly general conditions on X and E, in §5. In §6 it is proved that

when X is paracompact (resp. when Cb(X) ® E is dense in (Cb(X, E), /?,)),

(Cb(X, E), ß) (resp. (Cb(X, E), /?,)) is Mackey. A different definition of ßM

is considered in §7 and it is proved that the two definitions are equivalent. In

§8 we prove that all these topologies are 'locally solid'.

1. Notations and definitions. All linear spaces are taken over K, the scalar

field of real or complex numbers. X always denotes a Hausdorff completely

regular space and C{X) (Cb(X)) all scalar-valued continuous (bounded

continuous) functions on X. X (vX) will denote Stone-Cech compactification

(real compactification) of X [6]. A locally convex space, say G, is always
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assumed to be Hausdorff and over K, and G' will denote its topological dual.

(The terminology of [22] will be used for locally convex paces.) N always

denotes the set of natural numbers. A locally convex space F will be called

strong Mackey if every a(F', F) relatively countably compact subset of F' is

equicontinuous. For a locally convex space E, C(X, E) will denote the set of

all continuous functions from X into E and Cb(X, E) (Crc(X, E)) will denote

the set of all continuous bounded (all continuous with relatively compact

images into E) functions from X into E. For a function / E C(X), f and /

denote its unique extensions to vX and X respectively (if it is meaningful).

For a locally convex space E with dual E' and a subset A c E, we denote by

A0 - {/ E E': |</, d)\ = |/(a)| < 1, V a E A). A" will be called the polar
of A. For & g: X-* E, supp(g) = {x E X: g(x) ¥= 0}~, the closure being in

X. For a family {Aa} of subsets of a locally convex space G, TaAa will stand

for the absolutely convex hull of U Aa [22].

Let Sí be an algebra of subsets of a set Y, E, F locally convex spaces,

t(E, F) the set of all linear continuous mappings from E into F, S = S (Y,

21, E) the set of all ^-valued 91-simple functions on Y with the topology of

uniform convergence on Y, and ¡i: 2Í -» t(E, F), a finitely additive set

function; then we shall call [i a measure if the corresponding mapping ¡i:

S(Y, % E)-*F is continuous [25, p. 375]. Denoting by B(Y, 2Í, E), the

closure of S(Y, 31, E), in the space of all bounded functions from Y into E

with the topology of uniform convergence, the measure ¡i can be uniquely

extended to a linear continuous mapping ¡i: B ( Y, 91, E) -» F, F being the

completion of F. Let 6 be the algebra generated by zero-subsets of X (a

subset Z = /_I{0} of X, for some/ E Cb(X), is called a zero-subset of X).

The a-algebra generated by zero-subsets of X will be denoted by Ba and its

elements will be called Baire-subsets of X. Similarly the a-algebra generated

by open subsets of X will be denoted by Bo and its elements will be called

Borel sets. It is a straightforward verification that Cb(X) ® E c B(X, 6, E)

and so B(X, Q, E) d Crc(X, £) = {/£ Cb(X, E), f(X) is relatively com-

pact in E), [14]. M(X) will stand for AT-valued, regular finitely additive

measures on G, and M„(X) (MT(X), Mt(X)) a-smooth (T-smooth, tight),

AT-valued Baire (Borel) measures on X [23], [27]. Let M(X, E') = {ju: Q -»

ñ(E, K) = E'\ n is a measure and Vx E E, ¡ix, defined by

HX(B) =(fi(B), x), is in M(X)}. Similar meanings for M„(X, E'), Mr(X, E'),

M,(X, E').

From this place onwards we assume (E, || • ||) to be a normed space.

For a n E Ma(X, E1) (¡i E Mr(X, £"), ju E Mt(X, E')) we define for any

Baire (Borel) set^i, |jtt|(^) = sup|2/i(fj)j,|, where sup is taken over all finite

Baire (Borel) partitions {jFJ} of A and all finite collections {s,} in E with

||41| < 1, V i. It is well known that | /t| E M„(X) (| fi\ E MT(X), \ ¡i\ E M,(X))
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and \¡x(f)\ < |m|(||/||), V/ E S(X, Ba, E) (S(X, Bo, E)) [14, pp. 315-316],
[4, Proposition 3.9]. It is now easy to see that Ma(X, E) = {jn: Ba -> E'\ jtt

finitely additive and |/x| E MC{X)). Similar results for Mr(X, £") and

3/, (A-, E'). Also if /i E A/T(A", £') then, denoting by juq when ¡i is considered

as an element of M„(X, E) we have | juqI = | ju| on Baire sets [14, Lemma 2.4,

p. 317]. From this it is obvious that if ¡i E M,(X, E), then also | [1q\ = | jtt| on

Baire sets.

Fix a ii E M„(X, £") (p E MT(X, £"), /x E M,(*, E')) and let %" - {g:

X-*[0, oo]: g = sups,, {&.} a sequence in Cb(X), g„ > 0, V/i} ({g: X-+

[0, oo], g - supga, ga a net in Cb(X), ga > 0, Va}) [26, pp. 57-58]. For

g E %'', we have |^|(g) = sup{| ju|(ä), 0 < h < g, h E C^*)}; for any 5:

*->[(), oo], define |/i|*(8) - inf{|fi|(ö: £ E %A £ > ô}. For g/ X->[0, oo],

j = 1, 2,

(i)IH*(g,+g2)<lMl*Ui) + IH*(g2);
(ü)g,< g2=*|M|*(g,)<lH*(^2);
(üi)g1E%"^|/t|(gI) = lMl*(gi);

(iv)|Ml*(«^.) = «lMl*(g.)(«>0).
These are simple verifications (see [26]). For an /: X -» is, we denote by

11/11 E Cb(X), ll/IIW - ||/(*)||.
Let P = {/: X-* E: |ju|*(||/||) < oo}. Then P is a vector space and p,

P(f) = I mI*(II/II), is a seminorm on P. Also P d S, where S = S^X, Ba, E)
(S(X, Bo, E)). Let £, = £,(/*, X, E) be the closure of S(X, Ba, E) in the

seminormed space (P,p). Since /t: S(X, Ba, E)—>K has the property that

I M(g)| < P(ê\ Vg E 5, there exists a unique extension ju: £, -» .K such that

I M(/)l < P(f), V/ E £,. If/ E £„ then ||/|| E £,(| ju.|). To prove this, let {/„}
be a sequence in S such that |ju|*(||/„ -/||)-»0. This implies |/x|*| ||/„|| —

11/11 | -> 0 and so {||/„||} is Cauchy in £](| y\). Thus there exists a g E £j(| \i\)

such that |fi|(| \\fn\\ - g|)-»0. From this it follows that |ju|*(U ~ 11/11 I) = °
and so ||/|| E £t(|/i|) (note the space £i(|/*|) is formed by first taking the

completion of | ju| and then collecting integrable functions; cf. [24]), | (i(f)\ <

I mI(II/II). V/ E £,. Evidently £, d B(X, Ba, E) (B(X, Bo, E)); in particular,
£j D Cb(X) <8> E. With seminorm, /-» |/t|(||/||), £, is a seminormed space,

containing Cb(X) ® E and S(X, Ba, E) (S(X, Bo, E)) as dense subspaces.

The topology ß0, on Cb(X, E), is generated by the family of seminorms,

|| H/,, as h varies through scalar-valued functions on X, vanishing at infinity,

11/11* = supJte^||A(*)/(x)||, / E Cb(X, E). From [4], ßQ is the finest locally
convex topology agreeing with itself on all || • || - bdd. subsets of Cb(X, E).

It is clear from the definition that a net fa -> 0, in (Cb(X, E), /?0) iff

||/J|-»0 in (Cb(X),ß0). For an / E Cb(X, E) there exists a net {/„} c

Cb(X) ® E such that /„ ->/ in ^-topology (Cb(X) ® E is dense in

(Cb(X, £), ß0) [4]). This means ||/„ - /|| -*0 in (Cb(X), fi¿ and so, for a
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[i E M,(X, E'),   MOI/» -/II) ■-> 0.   From   this   it   easily   follows   that

£l(fL,X,E)?Cb(X,E).

For a compact subset Q c X \ X, let CQ(X) = {/|x: / E C{X),f = 0 on

<2}. The topology ßß, on Q(.X, E) (Crc(X, E)), is defined by the seminorms

|| ||A, h ranging through the elements of CQ(X), \\f\\h = supxex\\h(x)f(x)\\,

feCb(X,E) (f B CK(X, E)). The topology ß (£,) on Cb{X, E) (on
Crc(X, £)) is defined to be the intersection of the topologies ßQ as Q ranges

through compact (compact Gs's in X and) subsets of X \ X (these definitions

are given for the case K = R in [4] or [23]). We list some properties of these

topologies in the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1. (i) For any compact Q c X \ X, ßQ is the finest locally convex

topology agreeing with itself on bounded sets; also ß0, ß, ß{ are the finest locally

convex topologies which agree with themselves on norm-bounded subsets of

C (X E)

(ii)V<'*'< ßo< ß< ßi< Il'II-
(iii) (Cb(X, E), ß0Y = Mt(X, E').
(iv)(Crc{X,E),ß)' = MT(X,E').

(y){Crc{X,E),ßx)' = Ma{X,E').
(vi) ß0-bounded sets are norm-bounded in Cb(X, E).

The proof given in [13] extends immediately to this case.

2. Preliminary results. In this section, we shall prove some results which we

will be using later in the paper.

Theorem 2.1. For a n (E Ma(X, E') (jn E MT(X, E'), M,(X, E')) and f E

Cb{X),f > 0, |/t|C/) - sup{|/i(g)|: g E Cb(X) ® E, \\g\\ < /}.

Proof. Fix e > 0. Since |ju| E Ma(X), there exists a disjoint finite collec-

tion {Z,}, 1 < / < h, of zero .sets in X and real numbers {a,}, a,- > 0, V/,

such that 2a,Xz. < /, | MC/) ~ SaJjuKZ,)! < e/2. This means, 3, V/\ a
finite disjoint collection of Baire sets Ay, 1 < / < p, and elements x« in E,

\\x0\\ < 1, such that (JjAy c Z,, and | \¡i\(f) - 2?.,0,2^,^(^)1 < 3e/4
(same p, V/, becomes possible by allowing Ay to be void for some i,j). By

regularity of Baire measures \ix_, there exist Zv c Ai}, such that | | ju|(/) -

27_,a/2/ix..(Z¿,-)| < 5e/6. Since the closures of {Zy} in X are mutually

disjoint, we can define, \fi,j, functions f0- in Cb(X),f¡j > 0, supp(/,) mutually

disjoint, fy < //a,, and | \p\(J) - '2i<l<n.1<J<pßXiJ(fiJ)\ < e. Since ||Sj^ ®

/,.|| < /, we get | H(/) < sup{| M(g)|: g £ Q(X) ® £, || g|| < /}. Conversely,

take a g £ Cb(X) ® £ with ||g|| < /. There exists g0 E S(X, %, E) such

that || g - g0|| < £. This means ||g0|| < /+ e and so |jn|(/+ e) > |ja(g0)| >

I K8)\ — I Kg — ̂ o)l- Since fi is continuous on PÍA", Ba, E) with sup norm

top it follows that |/i|(/) > |jti(g)|, which proves the theorem.
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Lemma 2.2. Let A„: 2N -+K be a sequence of continuous, with product

topology on 2N, the class of all subsets of N, finitely additive functions. {Note the

continuity of\, is equivalent to its countable additivity.) If {fin(A)} is conver-

gent in K, VA G2N, then {¡in} converges uniformly on 2N. In particular,

X^ = lim A„ is also countably additive and Xn({n}) -» 0.

Proof. This lemma is a particular case of [16, Lemma 1]. This lemma also

follows from the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem, and the classical Phillips lemma

[29].

Lemma 2.3. Let {/„} be a sequence in C(X), converging point is 0. Then /„,

the extension off„ to vX, converges pointwise to zero.

We omit the proof because the result is well known.

Lemma 2.4. If a net {/„} c (Cb(X, E), ?T), where 5" = ß0, ß, or ßx, con-

verges to 0, then ||/J| -> 0 in (Cb(X), 9}

Proof. It is easy to verify that the Cb(X, R), with K = R and topology

induced by (Cb(X), 5") is exactly (Cb(X, R), T) with K = R. So it will be

enough to show that ||/J| -» 0 in (Cb(X, R), 3") with K = R.

For 9" = ß0 the result is trivial. Let W be an absolutely convex, solid [23]

0-nbd. in {Cb{X, R), ß). Thus for every compact set g C X \ X, there exists

an hQ E CQ(X) such that W d {g £ Cb(X), supxex\\g(x)he(x)\\ < 1}. De-

fine a ß 0-nbd. W0 in Cb(X, E), W0 = TQ{f E Cb(X, E):

supx6A-||/W/iß(x)|| < 1}. Using the fact that/ E W0 implies ||/|| £ W and

that W is solid we get ||/a|| E W, for every a > some a0. The case of ßx is

similar.

Lemma 2.5. Let T be a Hausdorff topological space having a a-compact dense

subset, C(T) all scalar-valued continuous functions on T with topology induced

by the product topology on KT D C(T), A c C(T) such that every sequence in

A has a cluster point in C(T), and ^ an element in the closure A of A in KT.

Then there exists a sequence {\¡/n} c A such that $„ —» \p.

This result is proved in [20].

3. The topology ßx. In this section we define the topology ßx on Cb(X, E)

and prove some results about this topology. When E = R this is discussed in

[21], [23], [24], [28]. Let %x = %°°(X, E) = {H c Cb(X, E), H pointwise

equicontinuous and uniformly bounded}. If E = K we write %°°(X) in place

of %°°(X, K). It is easily verified that %co is closed under pointwise closure

and absolutely convex hull in Cb(X, E). ßx is defined to be the finest locally

convex topology which agrees with pointwise topology on each H E %cc. It

is easily verified that ßx < sup norm topology on Cb(X, E) and that ßx is
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the finest locally convex topology agreeing with itself on the norm-bounded

subsets of Cb(X, E).

In [21], (Cb(X), ßj is denoted by M^X). The elements of MJX) are

called separable measures in [28]. We define A/00(Ar, £") = {/iëPo^F =

£(£, K): ¡i is a measure and V* E E', fix: Ba -» K, defined by

¡ix(A) =(ii(A),x},ismMO0(X)}.

We prove some properties of M^X, E').

Theorem 3.1.///i£ M„(X, £") then \ ¡i\ E A/JA').

Proof. Since M^X, E') c Ma{X, E), |fi| E M^). By [28, Proposition

4.1, p. 295] we need only prove that for any bounded continuous pseudomet-

ric d on X 3 a ¿/-separable, ¿/-zero set Z¿ such that | [i\(X \ Zd) = 0. Take a 'i/'

and fix a positive integer n. There exist a Baire partition {Ani} of AT and

elements *„,- (1 < i < p(n)) in E, with ||x„,|| < 1, having the property that

\¡i\(X) < |2>i/!(*„,,. ®x<„,)l + V»- Since't^} are in Mœ(X), 3 ¿-sepa-
rable, ¿/-zero sets Znj- such that | ¡ix \(X \ Z„¡) — 0. Thus we get

M(*)<2   \¡iJ(Aj + ±

= 2KMM-nzn,) + ¿
»-i    ' "
/>(«) .

<2 IH(A,nz„,) + ¿

(it is a simple verification that | juj < |/i|, \fx E E with ||jc|| < 1). From this

it follows that \ii\(X) < M(U~_i U 1^\Znf), and so taking Zd = ¿/-closure
of U "_ i U ?i"¡Zn¡i, we get the result.

Theorem 3.2. /?«, < /?,.

Proof. Suppose W, an absolutely convex, absorbing subset of Cb(X, E), is

a ß^ 0-nbd. but not /?, 0-nbd. This means for some compact- Gs subset Z of

X, Z c * \ X, W is not a /?z 0-nbd. Let * \ Z = U "-1 ̂ „, where V„'s are

open and increasing in X, and K„ c Vn+l, V/i (closures in *). Take an

increasing sequence {/„} c C(X), 0 < /„ < 1,/„(Z) = 0 ¡mdfn(V„) = 1, V«.

Since W is not /?z 0-nbd. and ßz is the finest locally convex topology which

agrees with itself on norm-bounded subset of Cb(X, E), there exists, relative

to /„, V«, a g„ £ Cb(X, E), and a > 0 such that ||g„|| < a,

**Pxex\\fÁx)&,(x)\\ < !/"> and g„ g If, V«. But this means that {g„} £
X°°(Ar, £) and g„ -» 0 pointwise and so g„ E IK from some n onwards, which

is a contradiction.
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Theorem 3.3. CB(X) ® E is dense in (Cb(X, E), /?„) and, for ¡i E

MJiX, E'), Cb{X, E) c £,(/i, X, E).

Proof. Take h £ Cb(X, E) and define, on X, a semimetric d(x, v) = \\h(x)

- h(y)\\. Defining an equivalence relation in X, x ~ v <=> d(x, v) = 0, we get

a metric space (Xd,d) of equivalence classes, d(x, y) = d(x,y) (x E x,

y E y). Fix e > 0 and let {fa}aBI be a partition of unity in Xd, subordinated

to the open covering {B(x, e): x £ Xd), where J5(x, e) is the open ball with

center at x and radius e. For every a, choose xa E A¿ such that/,(.?) = 0 if

x g fi(^„, e). Denoting by md. X -» Xd, the canonical mapping, and taking

xa E A" such that tTd(xa) = jca, we get a partition of unity in X, {fa}aeI,

fa=fa° *d such that if h*(x) = 2aS/A(;0/aM then ||A - A*|| < e (to

prove this, one has only to note that h(x) = "2aeIh(x)fa(x)). The collection

[hj = 2aE7A(;ca)/,: J a finite subset of /} E 3C°° and hj -» h*, pointwise and

so h* is in the yS^-closure of Cb(X) ® E. Since e > 0 is arbitrary and

ßx < sup norm topology, h E ^„-closure of Cb{X) ® E, in (Cé(A', £), /?„„).

Also since ||Ay - A*|| -*0 in (Cb(X), ßj, for a /i £ M„(X, E'), |/i|(||/iy -

A*||)->0. This gives h* E £,(/*, X, E). Since ||A - A*|| < e, and e is
arbitrary, this gives h £ £,(ja, A", £) and so QiA", £) C £,(u, X, E). This

completes the theorem.

Remark 3.4. What we have proved above is that given / E Cb(X, E) and

e > 0 there exist an h £ Cb(X, E) and a net {Aa}ae/ c Cb(X) ® E such

that Aa -> A, pointwise, {A„: a £ /} E W*(X), and ||A - /|| < e.

Theorem 3.5. (Cb(X, E), 0«,)' = Mn(X, E'), the element L £

(Cb(X, E), /?„)' being related to the corresponding /i £ MW{X, E'), by L{f) =

Proof. Take ju E MM(X, E'). Then by Theorem 3.3, ju(/) is defined

V/eCt(Jf,£). Suppose a net {/,} £ Xo0 and /a-»0, pointwise, in

Cb(X, E). This means {||/J|} E %»(X) and ¡|/J| -»0, in Cb(X), pointwise.

Since | ,i(/a)| < | M|(||/J|) -* 0, we get /i(/a) -> 0 and so ft £ (C^*, £), /8J'.
Conversely let L £ (Cé(A", E), /}«,)'. This implies L is continuous with

norm topology on Cb(X, E). For x £ E, the measure fix, defined by /nx(/) =

L(/ ® x), V/ £ Q(A"), is easily seen to be in MX(X) and so ¡i can be

considered to be an element of M^X, E') (first ¡ix can be considered as ¡ix:

Ba-+ K and then (¡i(A), x) can be defined as [ix(A); one needs the usual

procedure to prove /x E MM(X, £') [27]). Extend ¡i to £,. From the first part

of the proof ¡i E (C^, £), ¿8«)'. Since C6(A") ® £ is dense in

(Cb(X, £), ßj, we get n(f) = L(f), V/ £ Ct(A-, £). This proves the theo-
rem.

Corollary 3.6. A bounded subset of(Cb(X, £), ßM) is norm-bounded.
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Proof. With norm topology, i.e., the topology induced by (Cb(X, £),

II * II)'' MJiX, £') is a Banach space. The result follows now easily by the

uniform boundedness principle (see [23, Theorem 4.7]).

Theorem 3.7. Let A be o(F', F) relatively countably compact subset of F',

where F — Cb{X, E) and F' — MX(X, £'). If A is norm-bounded in F' c

(Cb(X, £), || ||)', then A is equicontinuous in {Cb{X, £), /?M). In particular, (i)

(C^A", £), ßK) is always Mackey; (ii) if £ is a Banach space (Cb(X, £), ßx)

is strongly Mackey.

Proof. We first prove \A\ = {|/¿|: jtt E A} is equicontinuous in

(C6(A"), /?„)'. Using the technique of [9, p. 4] (see also [24]), it is enough to

prove that for any partition of unity {/,} (a £ /) on X and e > 0, 3 a finite

subset I0 of / such that 2ae/1 ]"•!(/,) > | HO) - £, Vju E A. If this is not true,

there exists a sequence {¡i„} c A, a strictly increasing sequence {/?(«)} c N

with p(0) = 1, and a distinct countable set {an} c I such that

|j^l(2/=o+I)_/'(',)_14 ) > e/2. v"- Thus there exists a sequence {g„} in

Cb(X,E) (using Theorem 2.1), ||g„|| < 2?itf »>-><">-%_,. and |Mn(g„)| >
e/2, Vn.

For any subset M c N, gM = 2„eMg„ is in C^A", £) (note gn(x) = 0,

except for a finite number of values of n, for every x £ A") and ||2„eA/g„|| <

1. The countable set {gM: M finite} is dense in P = {gM: M c N} c

(Cb(X, £), ß^) and so if ju, in MK(X, £'), is an adherent point of {/!,„}, there

is a subsequence of {fi„}, which for notational convenience we again denote

by {jUy,}, such that ¡i„ -» /x, pointwise on P (Lemma 2.5). Define X,,: 2N -^> K,

\,{M) = ¡i„(gM). Using the dominated convergence and the relation |jti„(g)|

< I J^Kll g||)> Vg E Cb(X, £), we prove that the \„'s are countably additive.

Also \,(M) is convergent VM. Thus /in(gn)-*0, by Lemma 2.2, which is a

contradiction. So we have established that |^| is equicontinuous in (Cb(X),

ßm). Suppose A is not equicontinuous. This means A ° = {/ £ C^A", £):

Im(/)I < 1» V/i E A] is not a j8w 0-nbd. Thus there exists an absolutely

convex, pointwise closed H E %M(X, E) such that for any finite subset

a c X and any n £ N, 3fan E H and ¡ian E y4 with the property that

suPyeJ/a.rtOOl < 1/« and |jua,«(/«,«)I > 1- It is easily verified that \\H\\ =
{||A||: h<EH}E %X(X). Since/„„-^0, we get ||/„,„|| ->0, pointwise. Using

the equicontinuity of \A\, we get | H(||/a>n||)-»0, uniformly for ju £ A. This

contradicts | ju.aj„(/ai„)| > 1, Va and V«. If A is absolutely convex and

o(F', £)-compact then A will be strongly bounded in £' [22, Theorem 5.1, p.

141]. By Corollary 3.6, A is norm-bounded and so is equicontinuous. If £ is a

Banach space and A is a(£', £), relatively countably compact subset of F',

then A  is a relatively countably compact subset of ((Cb(X, £), || • ||)',
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a((Q(A", £), || • ||)', £)) and so is norm-bounded. Thus A is equicontinuous.

This completes the theorem.

Theorem 3.8. ß < /?„.

Proof. Let H £ %°°(X, £), ¡i £ (Cb(X, £), /?)' and/a ->0, pointwise, in

H.

Let ga = supy>a||/r|| E Cb(X). Fix t, > 0. Since ||/a/(ga + ij)|| < 1, Va

and ga|0, ju((/a/(ga + î?))ga)-»0 [4, Theorem 2.3]. Since ju is continuous

with norm topology on Cb{X, E) it follows that /*(/,)->0 (since tj > 0 is

arbitrary). This implies/, -»0 weakly in (Cb(X, £), ß). Since ßx is Mackey

(Theorem 3.7) we get ßx > ß [22, 7.4, (a) =» (b,)].

Corollary 3.9. (i) Cb(X) <8> E is dense in (Cb(X, £), ß).

(ii) Ifn E MT(A-, £), then tx{X, E, ¡i) D Cb(X, £).
(iii) CÔ(A", £)' = MT(X, £'), /Ae e/emewi L E Cé(A", £)' 6e/«g related to

corresponding ¡i E Mr(X, £'), 6y £(/) - /*(/), V/ £ C^A", £).

Proof, (i) follows from Theorems 3.3 and 3.8.

(ii) Take an/ £ C6(A\ £). By (i) there exists a net {/a} c C^A") ® £ such

that /„ -*f in /3-topology. This means ||/a - /|| -> 0 in (Cfc(A"), ß) (Lemma

2.4). This implies |/i|(||/, — /||)-»0. From this the required result easily

follows.

(iii) Take /x E MT(X, £') and define L(f) = ¡i(f), V/ E Cb(X, £). If fa -->
0 in (Q(A\ £), jß) then, by Lemma 2.4, ||/a||->0 in (Q(Ar), ß) and so

| M|(||/a||) -> 0. Since |L(/„)| = I /i(/.)l < I mI(II/«II), we get L E (Q(A-, £), /?)'.
Since yS < ßx, the converse is very similar to what is done in Theorem 3.5.

On MK(X, £'), the topology Xo0 is defined to be the topology of uniform

convergence on %co.

Theorem 3.10. (Mœ(I, £'), Ü") is complete. If E is a reflexive Banach

space each H £ %°° is relatively o(Cb(X, £), M^X, E'))-compact; in this

case (MJI, £'), %M)' = Cb(X, E) and L(X) ® £' is dense in

(M^X, £'), 3C00), L{X) being the linear space of all discrete Baire measures

on X [18].

Proof. The first statement follows from the Grothendieck completeness

theorem [22, Theorem 6.2, p. 148]. Suppose £ is a reflexive Banach space.

Take an absolurely convex, pointwise closed H inSC00. With the weak topol-

ogy on £ and with the topology of convergence pointwise on X, H is compact

(Ascoli's theorem, [1, Chapter X]). Take a net {/„} c H such that/a(x) ->0,

weakly in £, Vx E X, and let ju E MX(X, £'). We claim /t(/a) -> 0. Suppose

**(/*(/«)) > e, Vo e / for some e > 0. Let H0 = {/ E //: Rl(p(f)) > s}.

With norm topology on £ and product topology on Ex, H0 is a closed convex
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subset of Ex, {/,} c H0, and 0 £ 7/0. By the separation theorem, there exists

{g¡: I < i < n} c £', {x,: 1 < i < «} C X, and n > 0 such that 0 >

sup{/?/2I<l<ng,- °/(x,): / £ //n} + Tj. This contradicts the weak conver-

gence of {/„(*)} in £, Vx E X. Taking -fa and ±ifa, instead of/„, and

proceeding in a similar way, we justify the claim. This proves that H is

o(Q(A*, £), MJJC, £'))-compact. By Mackey-Arens theorem [22, p. 131],
(M^X, £'), DC00)' = Cb(X, £). If L(A") ® £' is not dense in

[mJX, £'), DC00) there exists a nonzero / £ Cb(X, £) such that / = 0 on

L(X) ® £'. But/ = 0 on L{X) ® £' means/ = 0 on X,a contradiction. This

proves the theorem.

Remark. This theorem generalizes [18, Theorem 8.6, p. 17].

4. The topology /?«,«.. For a ii £ M„{X), we get, by Riesz representation,

ß £ M(X), the set of all regular Borel measures on X, such that fi(g) —

Máflx)» ̂ 2> e C(X). It is a simple verification that for a Baire measurable/:

*-[0, oo], ffdß - ff\x d¡i. Let MC(A-) -{/IE Ma{X): supp|/i|~ c rff}.
Every/ E C(A") is integrable with respect to every ¡i £ MC(X) [10], [18]. We

denote by DC (A") the collection of all pointwise bounded and equicontinuous

subsets of C(X). We write MW{X) for MK(X) n MC{X).

Lemma 4.1. Every /t £ M^X) is continuous on each H £ %(X) with

pointwise topology on H.

Proof, /i £ Mme(X) implies | /x| £ M00C(Ar). Let G be the compact support

of | ti|~, and suppose a net {fa}ae/,fa > 0, converges to 0 pointwise, in some

H £ DC(A-). Let ga = supy>a/r Then {ga: a E /} E DC(A") and ga|0 point-

wise. Let ga : X -» [0, oo) be the unique continuous extension of ga. Fix an

a0 E /. Then M = sup gao(G) < oo, since G c vX. For every a > a0, put

Aa = inf(ga, M), {Aa: a > a0} E DC00 (A") and Aa -» 0 pointwise. Thus | /x|(Aa)

->0. If Aa: A"->[0, oo) is the unique continuous extension of Aa, then for

every a > a0, | fi|(ga) = fg ~ d\ ju|~ = fGg~ d\ ii|~ = /inf(g~, M) d\ ii|~ =

Jh~ d\n\ = |/i|(Aa) and so M(gQ)-»0. This proves |/i|(/«)->0- In the
general case, if /„ ->0, pointwise, in some // E DC, then {|/a|} E DCiA") and

l/al-»°> pointwise. Thus |/i(/a)| < |ii|(|/J)->0, from which the result

follows.

We denote by DC = DC^, £) the collection of all pointwise bounded and

equicontinuous subsets of C(A", £). DC(A", £) is closed under taking ab-

solutely convex hulls and pointwise closure. We define MC(X, £') = {¡i £

Ma(X, £'): |/x|EMc(A-)} and we put MXC(X, £') = MC(X, £') n

A/00(Ar, £') (if there are no measurable cardinals, M^iX, £') = MC(X, £')

[18]). On C(A", £), the topology ß^ is defined to be the finest locally convex

topology which agrees with pointwise topology on each H G % (the ex-

istence of this topology is guaranteed by [5]).
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Theorem 4.2. (i) The topology ßM on Cb{X, £) is finer than the one induced

by{C{.X,E)^œc).
(ii) Cb{X) ® £ is dense in (CÍA", £), ßwc).

(iii) jt £ Mm(X, £0 implies C(X, E) c £,(m, X, £).
(iv) For anfE C(X),f > 0, and ¡i E M„C{X, £') = | ¡i\(J) = sup{| ju(g)|:

\\g\\<f,g<EC(X,E)}.

Proof, (i) This follows from the definition of ßKC.

(ii) Take / £ C(A\ £). For any r > 0, Pr = {x E X: ||/(x)|| < r) and
Qr - (x £ Ar: ||/(x)|| > r + 1} are disjoint zero-sets and so there exists an

hr E Cb{X), 0 < hr < I, hr{Pr) = 1, and hr(Qr) - 0 [27]. Define, V« E TV,
Sn = supKl<„ A,.. Then {g„} c Cè(A-), 0 < g„ < 1, g^l, and gj £

Q(A\ £), V n. Since {gj} £ DC and gj^f pointwise, we get Cb(X, £) is

dense in (C(X, £), ßwc). Using (i) and Theorem 3.3, we get the result.

(iii) Since /i E M^X, £'), ñx(X, E, ft) D C^A", £). In the notations of (ii),

11/- &/II-> 0, pointwise. Also \\f - gj\\ < 2||/|| and so by dominated
convergence | /x|(||/ - gj\\) -» 0. From this we get £,(/x, X, E) d C(X, £).

(iv) Using the technique of (ii), this follows from Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 4.3. (C(A", £), /?„,)' = MW(X, £'), the element L E

(C(A", £), ß^J being related to the corresponding ¡i E MXC(X, £'), by L(f)

= ,*(/), V/EC(A\£).

Proof. Take fi £ A/^i*, £') and define L(f) = /*(/), V/ E CÍA", £).
Proceeding as in Theorem 3.5 and using Lemma 4.1, we get L £ (CÍA", £),

ßMC)'. Conversely take an L E (C(X, £), ß^)'. Defining ¡i, as in Theorem

3.5, and proceeding in an exactly similar way, we get /i £ MM{X, £') and

H(f) = £(/), V/ E C^A", £) (we will need Theorem 4.2(i)). To establish

| /x| £ MC(X), it is enough to prove that every/ E C(X),f > 0, is | /i|-integra-

ble [10, Theorem 17, p. 172]. Take/ £ CC*),/ > 0, and suppose |/z|(/) =

+ 00. There exists a sequence {/„} c Cb{X), 0 < /„f/, and |/i|(/„) > 4", V«.

By Theorem 2.1, there exists a sequence { g„} c Cb(X) ® £ such that || g„|| <

/„ and \^g„)\ > 4", Vn. Putting A„ = g„/2", we get ||A„|| < //2" and |ju(A„)|

> 2", V«. This means {A„} £ DC and hn -»0, pointwise, which implies that

/i(A„) -h> 0, a contradiction of | /i(A„)| > 2", V«. To prove £(/) = ju(/), V/ £

C(Ar, £), take a sequence {g„} as in Theorem 4.2(h). It is easy to verify that

L(f) = lim L(gnf) = lim ̂ gj) - M(/) (note | ̂ gj - f)\ < | ̂ (11 gj - /||)
-»0 by dominated convergence theorem, since \\gj — f\\ < 2||/||). This

completes the proof.

Theorem 4.4. (i) Every element of % is bounded in (Cb(X, £), ßxc).

(ii) (M0OC(Ar, £'), DC) is complete (DC being the topology of uniform conver-

gence on the elements of DC).
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(iii) If E is a reflexive Banach space, each H G % is relatively

a(C(X, £'), MX(X, E'))-compact, (MKC(X, £'), DC)' - Ci*, £), and

(M^X, £'), DC) is the completion of(L(X) ® £', DC).

Proof, (i) follows from the definition of ßxc. (ii) is immediate from [22,

Theorem 6.2, p. 148], once we use the fact that DC is saturated. Proof of (iii) is

very similar to the corresponding result of Theorem 3.10.

Remark. This theorem generalizes [18, Theorem 9.5, p. 23].

Theorem 4.5. If A c Mcoc(A", £') is norm-bounded in (Cb(X, £), || • ||)' and

is a(A/00C(A", £'), C(A\ £)) relatively countably compact, then A is equicontinu-

ous in (C(X, £), ß^c). In particular, {C(X, £), ßxc) is Mackey and in case E

is a Banach space (C(A\ £), /?«„.) is strongly Mackey.

Proof. We first prove, as in Theorem 3.7, that |^4| is equicontinuous on

(C(A"), ßMC). For this we take H £ %(X). Using the technique of [9, p. 4] it

is enough to take H of the form H = {2aSIcJa: \ca\ < pa), where [fa}a£I is

a partition of unity in X and [pa: a E /} a set of positive real numbers. As in

Theorem 3.7 it is enough to show that given e > 0 there exists a finite subset

I0 C I such that \p\(2aej\/0pja) < e, V ju £ A. Hereafter the procedure is

very similar to Theorem 3.7. Details are omitted.

5. Denseness of Cb(X) ® £ in (Cb{X, £), /?,). It was proved in Corollary

3.9 that Cb(X) ® £ is dense in (Cb(X, £), ß). In this section we consider the

same problem for ßx.

Theorem 5.1. If X has a a-compact dense subset (e.g., X separable) then

ßt = ßx on Cb(X, £), in particular, Cb(X) ® £ is dense in (Cb(X, E),ßx).

Proof. Take H E DC00 (A", £) and suppose a net {/„} c H converges to 0

pointwise. Take ¡i E {Cb(X, £), /?,)'. If ju(/a) -A 0, by taking subnets if neces-

sary we assume | jn(/a)| > z, Va, for some e > 0.

Taking ga = sup{||/y||: y > a}, we get {ga} £ DC00^) and g^O. By the

Ascoli theorem [1, Chapter X] and [20], 3 a subsequence { ga(n)} of { ga} such

that ga(n)i0. By [4, Theorem 2.3], for any t, > 0, /*((/«(»)/(&(») + *»)) &(,,))->

0, from which it easily follows that ju(/a(n)) -» 0, a contradiction. Thus

(Q(A, £), /?,)' c MM(X, £'). Since ßx is Mackey, ßx > ßx. Using Theorem

3.2 we get ßx = ßm.

Remark. The assumptions of this theorem are needed so that results of

Lemma 2.5 may be applicable.

Theorem 5.2. If X or E is a D-space [7], then Cb(X) ® £ is dense in

(Cb(X, £), ßx).

Proof. Take an A E C^A", £). Fixing e > 0 and using the notation of
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Theorem 3.3 we get an A* £ Cb(X, £), ||A - A*|| < e and A*(x) =

2ae/A(*a)/aCx), for a partition of unity {/a}ae/ in X. If £ (resp. X) is a

Z)-space, there exists, in £ (in X), a dense (a ¿/-dense, d being as in Theorem

3.3) {py: y £ P], P being of nonmeasurable cardinal [7, p. 11, footnote (6)].

This means 3A** £ Cb(X, £) and a partition {/ : y E P0} of /, cardinality

of P0 not exceeding that of P, such that A**(x) = 2yei> zygy(x), zy E £ with

Kll < supxeA-||A(x)|| + e, gy = 2ae/y/a, and ||A* - A°**|| < e. Fix a ¡i £

(Q(A-, £), jß.y, jt* = 0 on Q(A-) ® £, and define K¿) = M(2YE/1zy ® gy) for

any A c Pn- Proceeding as in Theorem 5.1 we prove that v is countably

additive; also v is bounded and v({p}) = 0, Vp E P0. Since P0 is of non-

measurable cardinal, p = 0 and so n(h**) = 0. Since ßx < || • || on Cb(X, £),

we have ¡i G (Cb(X, E), || • ||)'. Thus |/i(A)| < |/i(A - A**)| < ||/i|| • 2e.

Since e is arbitrary we get ju(A) = 0. This proves the theorem.

Theorem 5.3. IfCb(X) ® £ is dense in (Cb(X, £), /?,), /Ae«

(i)/or a«y /i E Me(X, £'), £,(ju, A", £) D QÍX, £);

(ii) (Cb(X, £), /3,)' = MJA-, £'), L £ (Q(A*, £), ßx)' being related to cor-

responding n G M„(X, £') by L{f) = pU), V/ 6 Q(*-, £).

Proof is similar to Theorem 3.9 and is omitted.

6. Some sufficient conditions for (Cb(X, £), ß) and (Cft(A", £), ßx) to be

Mackey. In Theorem 3.7 we proved that (Q(A, £), ß^) is strongly Mackey

in case £ is a Banach space. In this section we prove similar results for other

topologies on C¿(A*, £).

Theorem 6.1. If X is a paracompact Hausdorff space and A is a norm-

bounded, o(MT(X, £'), Cb(X, £)) relatively countably compact subset of

MT(X, £'), then A is equicontinuous on (Cb(X, £), ß). Consequently

(Cb(X, £), ß) is Mackey, and in case E is a Banach space it is strongly

Mackey.

Proof. Since A c MJX, £'), A is o(Mœ(X, £'), Cb(X, £)) relatively

countably compact. This implies (proof of Theorem 3.7) that |v4| is ßx-

equicontinuous in M^X). Since X is paracompact, ß = ß^ and M00(Ar)

= MT(X). Thus \A\ is jß-equicontinuous in MT(X). By the Lemma 2.4, A is

jß-equicontinuous.

Theorem 6.2. Suppose Cb(X) ® £ is dense in (Cb(X, £), ßx), and let A be a

norm-bounded and a(Ma(X, £'), Q(A", £)) a relatively countably compact

subset of Ma(X, £'). Then A is equicontinuous on (Cb(X, £), /?,). Thus

(Cb(X, £), ßx) is Mackey and in case E is a Banach space it is strongly

Mackey.

Proof. Suppose A" = {/ £ Cb(X, £):  |/t(/)| < 1, Vju £ A} is not /?,
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0 = nbd. There exist a k > 0 and a zero-set Z in. X, Z c X\X such that

A0 2¡ Sk n V, for any ßz 0-nbd. F in Cb(X, £), where 54 = {/ E C^A", £):

11/11 < AJ. This means there exists an increasing sequence {V„} of open sets

in X, V„ c Vn+i (closure in X), and X \ Z - U~=,Fn. Thus X \ Z is

paracompact and contains A". Take a partition of unity {/a}ae/ in X,

subordinate to the covering { V„ n Ar}neJv. Denoting by/,, the extension of/a

to X, we get fa = 0, on Z, Va. Thus for any finite subset y c I and n G N,

3gy,„ £ S* and ^ E ¿ such that ||gy,„(2aey/a)|| < 1/2" and |/v>n(gy,n)| >
1. We claim, given e > 0, there exists a finite subset 7(e) c / such that

1 Ml(2ae/(i)/a) > | /i|(l) - e/(l + A), V/n E A If this is not true, there exist a

sequence {A„} c Cft(A") ® £, a sequence {;«„} C ^4, a strictly increasing

sequence {/>„} c N, and distinct countable set {a„} c / satisfying the

conditions, ^(AJI > e/(l + k) and ||A„|| < 2?£'rj+1)"v'(n)~7a,(„)+/- Proceeding

as in Theorem 3.7 we get a contradiction and so the claim is established.

Let 0O = sup{||ju||: /t E A}. Take «0 E N such that 2"° > 40o and fix

Yo - Ai/4)- Putting ?, = 2ae/(1/4)/a and q2 = 2aeA/(1/4)/a, we get gyo>„o =

<7,gyo,„0+?2gyo,no.Fora/iEA

lM(Syo>„0)l < |H(îill«r-.lD + HCftll^Jl)

<0°¿ + 40TA) Â:<2'

a contradiction to | jn,,,„(gyifl)| > 1. This proves the result. The rest is similar to

Theorem 3.7.

7. A different definition for ßx. In case £ is reals a different definition for

ßm is given in [28, Definition 3.2, p. 292] and then it is proved that our

definition is equivalent with that. In this section we prove that a similar result

holds when £ is a normed space. For a continuous semimetric d on X we

define an equivalence relation, in A1, x ~y<^>d(x,y) = 0. This gives us a

metric space (Xd, d) of equivalence classes, d(x,y) = d(x, y) (x E x, v E y).

Theorem 7.1. ßx is the finest locally convex topology on Cb(X, E)for which

the canonical mappings (Cb(Xd, £), ß) -» C^A", £) are continuous for all

continuous semimetrics d on X.

Proof. Let t be the finest locally convex topology on C^A", £) satisfying

the above condition. If {/,} £ DC00 (A", £) and/,-»0 pointwise, by defining

d(x, v) = supa||/a(x) -/aO>)||_we see {/„} £ DC^ÍA,, £) and/T-^O point-

wise, f~ being defined by fa(x) = /a(x) (x £ x). This means fa -» 0 in

(Cb(Xd, E), ßj and so fa ->0 in (QÍA,, £), ß), since ¿8 < 0«,. Thus/, -»0
in (C^A-, £), t) and so t < ßm. Now for any continuous semimetric d,

(Cb(Xd, £), ß)' = MT(A"d, £') = Mx(Xd, £') = (Q^, £), /?J' (we are
using the fact that for metric space  Y, MT(Y) = M„(y) and therefore
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MT(Y, £') = MJY, £') [28]). Since (Cb(Xd, £), iß) and (Cb(Xd, £), ßj are
both Mackey (Theorems 6.1 and 3.7) we get ß = ß„ on C¿,(A¿, £). We want

to prove t > /?„, i.e., the mapping (Cb(X, £), r)-*(Cb(X, £), ßj is con-

tinuous. For this it is enough to prove that the canonical mapping (Cé(A*rf, £),

ß)-*(Cb(X, E), /?„) is continuous for any continuous semimetric d on X.

Since ß = ß„ on Cb(Xd, £), this is equivalent to proving that the mapping

(Cb(Xd, £), ßj -* (Cb(X, £), ßj is continuous.

Take a net {/,} £ %x(Xd, E) such that /,-»0 pointwise. This means

{fa ° 9>} e DC00(A", i/) and/, ° <p -»0 pointwise, <p: X -» A*,, being the canoni-

cal mapping. Thus/, ° <p -> 0 in (Q(A", £), /?„). This proves the result.

8. 'Locally solid' property. It is easily seen that the topology ß0 has a 0-nbd.

base consisting of sets V which are absolutely convex and has the additional

property that/ E V, g G Cb(X, E) with ||g|| < ||/|| implies g E V; we shall

call this property locally solid and V will be called a solid set (this terminol-

ogy is used in ordered locally convex spaces [19], [22]). With £ = K = R it is

known [19], [22] that ß0, ß, ßx, ß^ have 0-nbd. bases consisting of sets which

are absolutely convex and locally solid. In this section we generalize those

results to the case when £ is a normed space.

Theorem 8.1. The topologies ß0, ß, ßx, ßx on Cb(X, E) are locally solid and

the topology ßxc on C(X, E) is locally solid.

Proof. The result is obvious for ß0. We consider the topology ß. Let DC be

all compact subsets of X \ X. For a Q E DC and an hQ E CQ(X), let

VQ - {/ £ C^A", £), \\fhQ\\ < 1}. Then VQ is solid and the polar Vo of
V- U { VQ: Q G DC}, in MT(X, £') satisfies the result, Vo = fl { V%: Q E
DC}. For a [i G V and Q G DC, /x G V^, and since VQ is solid, |jti|(||/||) -

sup{|M(g)|: g E Q(A-, £), ||£|| < D/11} < 1, V/ £ Fß. From this it follows
that the absolutely convex solid set W = {/ £ C^A", £): |ii|(||/||) < 1, V

¡x G V°) contains U { VQ: Q G DC} and is contained in V°. This proves that

the topology ß is locally solid. The case of /?, is similar and is omitted. Let 9"

be the locally convex, locally solid topology on Cb(X, E) with nbd. base

consisting of all sets Ax = {/ E Cé(A", £): |ii|(l|/||) < L Vit E A), where ,4

is ^„-equicontinuous in MW(X, £'). Evidently ß„ < 9". Take a juE

(Cb(X,E), 9)'. If {/,} c %°°(X,E) and/,^0, pointwise, then {||/a||} c

DC00(A") and ||/a|| -» 0, in (QiA"), /?„). Fix e > 0. There exists a ^-equicon-

tinuous set A c Af^A", £'), such that |m(^i)| < *• Since the equicontinuity

of /4 implies norm-boundedness of /I, \A\ is ^„-equicontinuous in MJ^X).

Thus |H(||/a||) -» 0 uniformly for v G A. This means/, E Ax for a > some a0

and so | ii(/a)| < c, V a > a0. This means ¿i E MB(Jr, £'). By Theorem 3.7,

ßx > 5" and so /?„ = 5". The case of ßxc is similar to ßK, the only

difference being that we have to use the results of §4.
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Corollary 8.2. 7//a -» 0 in (Cb(X, E), ßj (resp. (C(X, E), ßKC)), ||/J| ->

0 in (Cb(X, ßMC)), (resp. (C(X), ß„c)).

Proof. Let 31, = [H G ^"(X, E): H absolutely convex, equicontinuous,

and pointwise closed} and 3Í2 = {H G %X(X), H absolutely convex,

equicontinuous, and pointwise closed}. For every H G SI,, take p(H) G 3Í2

such that p(H) d \\H\\. Let V be an absolutely convex, solid 0-nbd. in

(Cb(X), ßx). Then for every H G 3Í2, there exists a finite subset tj(//) c X

and y(H) > 0 such that Vd U HeM0{f 6 H: sup|/(r,(//))| < y(H)}. Then

H/=the absolutely convex hull of KJH^t{fGH: sup||/(77(p(//)))|| <

y(p(H))} is a 0-nbd. in (Cb(X, £), ßj. Thus/, £ W, Va > a0. Fix a > a0.

There exists a finite collection {X,} c K and A, £ //,■ E 31 „ with 2|\| < 1,

supïïhMpWMl < y(p(m> and/, - 2\A,, This means ||A,.|| £ p(//;) and
sup||A,||(r)(p(//,))) < V(p(/Q). Thus 2|\| ||A,|| £ V and since V is solid ||/J|

£ V. This proves the result for /?„. The case of ßxc is similar.

I am grateful to the referee for making several useful suggestions which

improved the paper.
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